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DE KALB, ILL. -- Suppose that gravity moves through the universe in waves, 

suggests Neil A. Armstrong. 

Now suppose that you could design an interplanetary spacecraft to "ride" those 

gravity waves the same way a surfboard rides ocean waves. 

Armstrong, who once excited millions as the first Earthling to set foot on the 

moon, finds the gravity wave concept "an exciting idea" for future space exploration. 

The hypothesis is gaining increasing support among scientists, he notes, thanks 

especially to the efforts of the University of Maryland's Joseph Webe r. 

Weber, Armstrong notes, in experiments that continually monitor the weight of 

a constant mass, has found that weight readings change from time to time, indicating 

that the force of gravity may change. Such changes could be due to shi fts within 

the Earth's core but also might occur because gravity exists as waves sweeping through 

the universe as if pushed outward perhaps eons ago by an exploding star. 

At age 49, more than 10 a half years after Armstrong commanded the Apollo 11 

lunar mission, the former astronaut obviously is not content to just reflect on his 

exciting past. 

And before casually rejecting the gravity wave theory, he notes, skeptics should 

recall that when he was a youngster, most doubted the likelihood of a moon walk 

within this century. In fact, until he was 17, the sound "barrier" remained 

impenetrable by any manned aircraft, some very knowledgeable people questioning 

if it ever could be broken. 

Speaking to farm families gathered at Northern Illinois University, Armstrong 

also expressed great hopes for the future of America's current efforts to develop 

the Space Shuttle, which would deposit a payload in space, then be flown back to 
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Add One -- Main Lead - Neil Armstrong at NIU 

Earth as a conventional aircraft and used for further flights. 

Asked about other space activities , including recurrent reports of UFOs, 

Armstrong termed himself "a UFO agnosti c " who neither believes or disbelieves but 

is simply waiting to be shown. 

Noting that he had bQught his two sons a telescope, he joked that so far they 

have made no sightings, though, "I do hope my boys come up with something because 

I just can't stand the suspense ." 

It was Armstrong's personal reflections on his lunar mission that most of the 

more than 700 persons in his NIU audience wanted to hear, however, many appearing 

totally enraptured at each mention of the eight-day Apollo 11 journey that began 

July 16, 1969. 

As a young jet jockey and engineer, Armstrong noted that when he first read 

about what would be involved in sending a manned spacecraft to the moon, "I thought 

a project of that complexity had about as much chance as a blind hen in a foxes' den . 

"So I think you can understand that when, in the summer of 1969, I found myself 

in command of a spacecraft in orbit about the Earth, with every intention of getting 

off on the moon, I was more than a little amazed." 

His amazement stemmed not only from the "quirks of fate that had put me, a 

farm boy from Ohio, in that remarkable position," Armstrong said, but even more from 

that fact that "everything in that big monster on which we were flying was working." 

That was especially difficult to fathom because all astronauts had been warned 

to expect "about 1,000 separate identifiable failures during the course of every 

mission," Armstrong said. 

"All our training was based on the premise that we would have at least 14 things 

going wrong at any given instance. As it happened, the hardware worked far better 

than we had a right to expect," he said, attributing the success to the dedication 

of the thousands of individuals who had worked on or contributed to the project. 

Racing to the moon, Armstrong said, the Earth appeared as "a giant blue medicine 

ball kind of slowly drifting off into the inky blackness." The sight, he recalls , 
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was "overwhelming. I said to myself, 'Boy, this time you've really gone and done it. 

"I was a test pilot that had got myself into a lot of unusual situations, but 

in the airplane it always was, 'Whatever goes up has to come down.' And somehow, 

it just didn't seem to fit the situation." 

As the Earth sank awAy ip view, Armstrong said, he began to appreciate not only 

the beauty of his home planet -- "the deep blue of the oceans covered with a white 

lace of clouds" -- but also the relatively small smount of land mass that is green 

and arable, more and more of that each year taken out of food production. 

When he and Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. landed on the moon, with Michael Collins 

remaining in lunar orbit, Armstrong noted, "We got down okay. We did have one 

problem -- we were lost. Not that it mattered all that much . " 

Scanning the moon's surface after landing, he recalls, he and Aldrin hoped to 

find something they could recognize, "a cactus or a mole hole or an empty Budweiser 

can. 

"Not to be. Just a stark desert of rock and sand, a place never before visited 

by any man, probably never known to any other living thing. I don't have to tell 

you that's an eerie yet particularly satisfying experience. It's human nature to 

strive to do things that haven't been done before." 

In the execution of "some unique tasks," he observed, he had been given an 

opportunity to see "some unique sights, sights that have to be ranked among the most 

impressive of any sights ever seen by any person. 

"For 20 years, I was an employee of all you taxpayers. I was lucky enough to 

have the best employer and the best job in the world -- even out of the world. 

"I'm very grateful for those sights I've seen, places I've been, opportunities 

I've enjoyed, no doubt more that I deserve; and to the country that gave me those 

opportunitie s and to the great power that made those places and those sights." 
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AUTOGRAPH SIDEBAR -- WITH NEIL ARMSTRONG AT NIU MAIN LEAD 

DE KALB, ILL. -- It was July 20, 1969 when Neil A. Armstrong took "one small 

step for a man, one giant leap for mankind." 

More than a decade later, the memories seem extraordinarily vivid, both for 

Armstrong and for most who watched the moonwalk on television. 

Today, Armstrong remembers, the approach to lunar orbit before landing on the 

moon as: "A giant blue ball toward which we were falling faster and faster and 

faster. I think it was the most spectacular sight I've ever seen." 

Sometimes, there is still awe in his tone. Just as those who now hear him tell 

about the lunar trip in person are in awe that at last they are seeing Armstrong 

"'for real" and not on a TV screen. 

Whenever he mentions the moon mission, the large Northern Illinois University 

auditorium is absolutely silent except for Armstrong's quiet, friendly, Midwestern 

tones. As he shares those memories, those first tentative lunar steps suddenly 

seem but a few eyewinks ago. 

Now just six months shy of his 50th birthday, Armstrong still looks surprisingly 

young, trim, and as capable as any astronaut who ever squeezed into a command module. 

After he speaks, receiving an enthusiastic standing ovation, some in the audience 

wipe tears from their eyes. Others rush to shake his hand or ask for autographs, 

each of them receiving a highly stylized, calligraphic signature that, one delighted 

recipient notes, "becomes an instant family heirloom worthy of a separate clause 

in my will." 

Others simply gush, one young man blurting, "You -- you're a modern Lindbergh." 

Even more excited admirers now appear, several asking for autographs they insist are 

for grandchildren or others. One man rudely pushes past others to ask several 
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pointless questions only future historians could answer. 

Armstrong, throughout it all, remains gracious, warm , polite and extraordinarily 

patient. 

The atmosphere nevertheless is so emot ionally charged, and the demands on 

Armstrong so unending, i~ at last be comes unde r standable why his public appearances 

are so few and far between. 

Speaking to more than 700 membe r s of fa rm families gathered at NIU for the 68th 

annual meeting of the DeKalb County Farm Bureau -- t he na tion's oldest such group, 

Armstrong's appearance here was totally unhera lded on campus. 

Few students even knew he was visiting Northern, and , when t o ld he was here, 

at first refused to believe it. 

So rare are his public appearance s or pronouncements, in fact, a spokesman at 

the University of Cincinnati notes that Armstrong would not even make any public 

statements explaining why he resigned from t he f aculty there Jan. 1 after nine years 

as professor of aerospace engineering and as a ssociate director of the Institute 

for Applied Interdisciplinary Research. 

"He held a news conference to mark the lOth anniversary of the moonflight l ast 

summer but that was all. The form listing why he resigned just cites, 'personal 

reasons,' though I understand he has indicate d he feels the teaching phase of his 

career is now over," the spokesman adds. 

During his Northern visit, Armstrong' s distaste for publicity became apparent 

when the university's Office of Information was a sked not to send out advance news 

releases or encourage coverage of the speech by non-local media. 

In fact, before his address, as a Farm Bureau annual bus iness meeting was 

conducted, Armstrong repeatedly glared at a Rockford t elevision crew until a Farm 

Bureau representative quietly asked that they, "Spare Arms t r ong , yourselves and 

everyone else any embarrassment. He insi s t s on no 'live' coverage." 

The former astronaut also decline d to s i gn release forms permitting radio 
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reporters to tape his address through the public address system, permitting the 

audio quality necessary for broadcast, though dur i ng hi s address he did tolerate 

local newspaper reporters taking notes and phot ogr aphe r s taking still pictures. 

Though paid a speaker's f e e by the Fa r m Bureau , Armstrong' s vis i t here 

apparently was in large part a pe rsonal f avor to a Farm Bureau member, 

Dr. Ke nneth Shearon. 

A dentist who practices in Chicago but resides on a DeKalb County farm near 

Sycamore, Shearon is the uncle of Armstrong' s wife , Janet , whom Shearon says he 

"helped raise -- in fact, I gave her away to Ne i l at their wedding . " 

Besides that tie, Armstrong, who operate s a 200-acre bee f operation near 

Lebanon, Ohio, and who is a partner in anot her 2 ,5 00- acre spread, made it clear 

that he felt comfortable speaking to an audience of fellow farm operators because 

they share so many of the same conce rns. 

"I'm convinced that both the breadth and the details of our collective problems 

and progress are better understood in these he a rtland communities than they are in 

the big cities of the nation -- particularly Washington," Armstrong said in his 

opening remarks. The statement, it turned out, was the closest he carne t o expre ssing 

a political opinion. 

Born near Wapakoneta, Ohio on Aug. 5, 1930, Armstrong noted: "I was born on 

a farm as were my father and his father before him. And they' d been wiped out more 

than once. It's not possible to farm without h aving an understanding and appreciation 

of risk." 

The former Navy aviator, who flew 78 combat missions duri ng the Korean War , 

and then spent seven years as a test pilot for t he X-I rocke t airplane , X- I S, F- IO O, 

B-47, and many others, noted ris k always has been an important factor in his l ife , 

just as for all farmers. For farmers, howeve r, he noted , "The risk doesn't seem 

to change -- just the ante gets higher." 

"My father believed that the trac tor would never r eplace the horse, but t hings 
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change," added the man whose name is so inde libly linked to one of the most dramatic 

changes in human history. 

Trained at Purdue and the University of Southern California in aeronautical 

and aerospace engineering, Armstrong cur r ently is turning increased attention to a 

family business, Cardwell. rnternational, which he serves as chairman, working much 

of the time out of an office at home. The f irm manufactures drilling equipment 

for oil fields. 

Besides that, Armstrong also serves on the boards of several large corporations, 

i ncluding United Airlines and the Chrysler Corp., the latter employ ing him also for 

institutional advertising and for t echnical cons ultation. 

He also is an avid golfer, Dr. Shear on notes , proudly referring to Armstrong's 

recent tie for first in the Hawaiian Open . 

The Armstrongs have two sons, one in his early 20s, who recently graduated from 

college as an oceanography major, the othe r still in high school. 
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